
Scottish Salmon Watch, 10 September 2018 

 

Sounding Off On Salmon Farms 

- Acoustic Deterrent Devices evade Marine Noise Registry  

- New scientific paper reports "loud and pervasive" ADDs used on salmon farms  

as a "significant & chronic source of underwater noise" 

- SARF report on 'low-frequency' ADDs delayed until December  

 

 
 

Campaigners are calling on the Scottish Government and the Joint Nature Conservation 

Committee to capture the "loud and pervasive" noise pollution from salmon farms using 

Acoustic Deterrent Devices (ADDs) in the UK's Marine Noise Registry.   

 

 
 

The latest data disclosed by Marine Scotland indicates that the vast majority of active salmon 

farms not only use ADDs but they also use them continuously thereby causing 'deliberate and 

reckless disturbance' to cetaceans including the EU-protected harbour porpoise [1]. 

 

Scientific research published in the October 2018 of Marine Pollution Bulletin shows that 

swathes of the West coast of Scotland - including the Minch - are ensonified from ADDs 

used by salmon farms with 278 ADDs detected in 2015 (up from 5 in 2006) at a range of 

impact of up to 50km. 

 

https://scottishsalmonwatch.org/seals
https://mnr.jncc.gov.uk/
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/addusescotland.xlsx
https://www.change.org/p/roseanna-cunninham-scottish-government-cabinet-secretary-for-the-environment-save-dolphins-porpoises-and-seals-from-scottish-salmon-farms
https://www.change.org/p/roseanna-cunninham-scottish-government-cabinet-secretary-for-the-environment-save-dolphins-porpoises-and-seals-from-scottish-salmon-farms
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
https://scottishsalmonwatch.org/seals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBe9B2Jc9qM&feature=youtu.be


Developing the Marine Noise Registry was a commitment made in the UK Marine Strategy 

in 2012 but noise from ADDs used by salmon farms has not yet been included despite a 

commitment in 2008 via the EC's Marine Strategy Framework Directive to capture all 

impulsive noise in the marine environment by 2020 [2]. 

 

"Noisy salmon farms are slipping through the net and urgently need to be captured by the 

Marine Noise Registry," said Don Staniford, Director of Scottish Salmon Watch.  "ADDs 

used by salmon farms could be the loudest and most pervasive noise on the West coast of 

Scotland and must be turned off immediately.  Scientific research has shown that salmon 

farms using ADDs can be heard by cetaceans such as harbour porpoises perhaps as far as 

50km away.  Unless ADDs are switched off completely the UK is in danger of a hefty fine 

from Europe for deliberately and recklessly breaching the EU Habitats Directive."  

 

Watch a video report via "Noisy Salmon Farms - Switch Off Acoustic Deterrent Devices 

Now!" with Don Staniford reporting from The Scottish Salmon Company's salmon farm at 

Strondoir Bay in Loch Fyne on 2 September: 

 

 
 

A new scientific paper - "Mapping widespread and increasing underwater noise pollution 

from acoustic deterrent devices" - published in the October 2018 issue of Marine Pollution 

Bulletin [3] includes:  

 

"Acoustic deterrent devices (ADDs) are used in attempts to mitigate pinniped depredation on 

aquaculture sites through the emission of loud and pervasive noise.....Results indicated a 

https://mnr.jncc.gov.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/marine-strategy-part-one-uk-initial-assessment-and-good-environmental-status
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/marine/eu-coast-and-marine-policy/marine-strategy-framework-directive/index_en.htm
https://scottishsalmonwatch.org/about-us
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAN9wV4rAdw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAN9wV4rAdw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025326X18306064
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025326X18306064
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAN9wV4rAdw&feature=youtu.be


steady increase in ADD detections from 2006 (0.05%) to 2016 (6.8%), with the highest 

number of detections in 2013 (12.6%), as well as substantial geographic expansion. This 

study demonstrates that ADDs are a significant and chronic source of underwater noise on the 

Scottish west coast with potential adverse impacts on target (pinniped) and non-target (e.g. 

cetaceans) species, which requires further study and improved monitoring and regulatory 

strategies." 

 

 
 

"When used over large areas and extended time periods, ADDs may therefore represent a 

source of chronic underwater noise pollution which may negatively affect animals' individual 

fitness, potentially with long-term population consequences," warns the scientific paper by 

scientists at the Scottish Association of Marine Science and Hebridean Whale & Dolphin 

Trust.  "Using an 11-year dataset of acoustic listening events from across the west coast of 

Scotland, this study shows that ADDs have become a chronic and widespread source of 

underwater noise pollution in this region." 

 

"Although this study was unable to accurately assess the ranges from fish farms at which 

ADDs could be detected above ambient noise, detections were made both inshore and 

offshore and at considerable distances from active fish farms (Figs. 1 and 4)," continued the 

scientific paper.  "Previous studies showed that, under certain ambient noise conditions 

Airmar devices can be detected up to 20 km from the source (Jacobs and Terhune, 2002), 

while Olesiuk et al. (2002) suggested that in some instances Airmar signals could even be 

heard up to 50 km from the source." 

 

"Given the evident pervasive presence of ADD noise along much of the west coast of 

Scotland, there is a clear need to improve the reporting of ADD usage, including information 

on ADD types, numbers, and operation schedules," concluded the scientific paper. "This 

information could subsequently be used to fulfil requirements under the Marine Strategy 

Framework Directive (MSFD) Criterion 11.1 (2008/56/EC) to record loud, low- to mid-

frequency impulsive noise. ADDs are explicitly mentioned in this legislation and in the 

Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic 

(OSPAR, 2014) but have so far not been recorded in any of the national marine registries 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
https://www.sams.ac.uk/people/research-students/charlotte-findlay/
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Rural/Hebridean_Whale_and_Dolphin_Trust.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Rural/Hebridean_Whale_and_Dolphin_Trust.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf


presently under development (Dekeling et al., 2014; Merchant et al., 2016). This omission 

risks ignoring a regionally significant source of chronic anthropogenic underwater noise 

pollution with potentially widespread negative consequences for marine wildlife." 

 

Information disclosed by JNCC via Freedom of Information (FOI) on 21 June 2018 detailed 

how the noise from ADDs used by salmon farms was "still missing" from the Marine Noise 

Registry:  

 

 
 

[The file ADDuseScotland.xlsx. is available online here] 

 

 

An email obtained via FOI reveals that in January 2017 JNCC admitted to Scottish Natural 

Heritage (SNH) that they "have been unable to collect data associated with ADD use at fish 

farms".  JNCC asked if it was possible to work with SNH and Marine Scotland "to try and 

find a feasible method of collecting future ADD noise data for the Marine Noise Registry": 

 

http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/201817.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/addusescotland.xlsx
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-adds-deafening-impact-on-cetaceans-18-april-2018-1.pdf
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/201817.pdf


 
 

 

Information disclosed by JNCC via Freedom of Information (FOI) on 21 June 2018 included 

a 10-page letter from Scottish Natural Heritage to Marine Scotland dated 27 July 2017 - 

concluding:  

 

"Given the increase in the marine area ensonified by ADD use and growing attention to the 

potential impacts of underwater noise (e.g. MSFD- Indicator 11) we consider that 

management of persistent noise sources such as ADD use by aquaculture is necessary."  

 

 

http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/201817.pdf
http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/201817.pdf


 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-adds-deafening-impact-on-cetaceans-18-april-2018-1.pdf


 

 
 

Read the letter in full online here  

 

Video footage recorded by Scottish Salmon Watch at salmon farms in July, August and 

September documents continuous noise from Acoustic Deterrent Devices on salmon farms in  

Loch Fyne in Argyll & Bute and Loch Spelve on the Isle of Mull (the clicking noise is the 

ADD in operation).   

 

 
 

Watch via "Secret Filming Inside Scottish Salmon Farms" 

 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-adds-deafening-impact-on-cetaceans-18-april-2018-1.pdf
https://vimeo.com/288054862
https://vimeo.com/288054862
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-adds-deafening-impact-on-cetaceans-18-april-2018-1.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-adds-deafening-impact-on-cetaceans-18-april-2018-1.pdf
https://vimeo.com/288054862


A video from diver Frank Melvin published in June shows that the underwater noise from 

salmon farming operations can be significant and impact on shellfish "over a mile away". 

 

 
 

In June, Scottish Salmon Watch called for a ban on the use of ADDs on salmon farms to 

protect cetaceans.   

 

"The use of ADDs by salmon farms constitutes 'reckless disturbance' and is an offence under 

Scottish law and the EU Habitats Directive," said David Ainsley, a whale watching tourist 

operator who filed a complaint with the European Commission in April 2018.  "As with the 

shooting of seals there must be a zero tolerance to ADDs.  All current ADDs including the 

so-called 'cetacean friendly' models emit very loud noises well above the reported thresholds 

for disturbance and hearing damage to cetaceans.  This is why no ADDs can comply with the 

requirements of the law protecting cetaceans from disturbance and injury."  

 

Over 7,000 people have now signed a petition calling for a ban on ADDs used by salmon 

farms. 

https://twitter.com/diveclyde/status/1004996556611817473?s=11
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/06/sounding-off-about-scotlands-noisy-salmon-farms-turn-off-acoustic-deterrent-devices-to-protect-cetac.html
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_Rural/David_Ainsley.pdf
https://www.change.org/p/roseanna-cunninham-scottish-government-cabinet-secretary-for-the-environment-save-dolphins-porpoises-and-seals-from-scottish-salmon-farms
https://twitter.com/diveclyde/status/1004996556611817473?s=11


 

 
 

 

A new report - Low-frequency Acoustic Deterrent Devices and Porpoises (LEAP): Assessing 

potential impact of low-frequency Acoustic Deterrent Devices (ADDs) on cetaceans in 

Scottish coastal waters - was scheduled for publication by the Scottish Aquaculture Research 

Forum (SARF) in June but has been delayed until at least December. 

 

"SARF112 is currently going through the SARF peer review process & we anticipate that a 

final project steering group meeting will take place at the end of October," stated SARF in an 

email to Scottish Salmon Watch on 24 August 2018.  "Therefore, we would not expect 

publication before the end of November" [4].   

 

Read more via: 

Media Advisory: Sounding Off About Scotland's Noisy Salmon Farms - Turn Off Acoustic 

Deterrent Devices to Protect Cetaceans  

The Herald: "Ban fish farm sonic alarms say marine experts as dolphins and whales suffer"  

Press & Journal: "Campaigners call for ban on electronic seal scarers at fish farms" 

Deafening Impact of Salmon Farms on Cetaceans - "Deliberate & Reckless Disturbance" by 

ADDs makes waves? 

Sunday Herald: "Health of whales, dolphins and porpoises put at risk by underwater alarms" 

Cetaceans Sound Alarm On Salmon Farms - new research sparks EC complaint & call to ban 

Acoustic Deterrent Devices  

 

https://www.sams.ac.uk/people/researchers/benjamins-dr-steven/
https://www.sams.ac.uk/people/researchers/benjamins-dr-steven/
https://www.sams.ac.uk/people/researchers/benjamins-dr-steven/
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/06/sounding-off-about-scotlands-noisy-salmon-farms-turn-off-acoustic-deterrent-devices-to-protect-cetac.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/06/sounding-off-about-scotlands-noisy-salmon-farms-turn-off-acoustic-deterrent-devices-to-protect-cetac.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/06/the-herald-ban-fish-farm-sonic-alarms-say-marine-experts-as-dolphins-and-whales-suffer-.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/06/press-journal-campaigners-call-for-ban-on-electronic-seal-scarers-at-fish-farms.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/04/press-release-deafening-impact-of-salmon-farms-on-cetaceans-.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/04/press-release-deafening-impact-of-salmon-farms-on-cetaceans-.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/05/sunday-herald-health-of-whales-dolphins-and-porpoises-put-at-risk-by-underwater-alarms-.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/05/press-release-cetaceans-sound-alarm-on-salmon-farms-new-research-sparks-ec-complaint-call-to-ban-aco.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2017/05/press-release-cetaceans-sound-alarm-on-salmon-farms-new-research-sparks-ec-complaint-call-to-ban-aco.html
https://www.change.org/p/roseanna-cunninham-scottish-government-cabinet-secretary-for-the-environment-save-dolphins-porpoises-and-seals-from-scottish-salmon-farms


In August, Lush featured the issue of seals being killed by salmon farms via "Silent 

Slaughter: The Shooting of Scotland's Seals":  

 

 
 

 

Read more via "Time to stop the seal slaughter" 

 

 

 

Contact: 

 

Don Staniford (Director of Scottish Salmon Watch): 07771 541826 (dstaniford@gaaia.org) 

 

 

 

 
 

 

http://player.lush.com/tv/silent-slaughter-shooting-scotlands-seals
http://player.lush.com/tv/silent-slaughter-shooting-scotlands-seals
https://uk.lush.com/article/time-stop-seal-slaughter
mailto:dstaniford@gaaia.org
http://player.lush.com/tv/silent-slaughter-shooting-scotlands-seals
https://scottishsalmonwatch.org/seals


Notes to Editors: 

 

[1]  Data obtained from the Scottish Government via FOI in 2017 revealed that 164 salmon 

farms use ADDs with 112 salmon farms where ADDs are listed as "Always On".   

 

ADDuseScotland.xlsx

 
The data reports an 'ADD Count' of 1,189 with the most popular ADD models listed as 

Airmar/Mohn Aqua (72), Terecos (60) and Ace Aquatec (33).  Of the 164 salmon farms 

using ADDs, Marine Harvest accounted for 65 followed by The Scottish Salmon Company 

(41), Scottish Sea Farms (35), Loch Duart (10), Kames Fish Farming (5), Cooke Aquaculture 

(5) and Wester Ross Fisheries (4).  Hjaltland Seafarms (Grieg Seafood) reported no use of 

ADDs. 

 

FOI reply from the Scottish Government dated 2 June 2017: 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 

[Note that the Northern Salmon Management Group includes salmon farms operated by Loch 

Duart and Wester Ross Fisheries; Dawnfresh farm rainbow trout not salmon] 

 

Download an Excel spreadsheet detailing ADD use on Scottish salmon farms online here and 

online here (edited version showing ADD use only) 

 

The latest Scottish Government fish farm production survey 2016 - published in September 

2017 - reported 253 salmon farm sites but only 136 reported production during 2016 (i.e. 117 

reported zero production).  Hence it seems that the majority of Scottish salmon farms use 

ADDs despite the known impacts on cetaceans and breach of European law via the Habitats 

Directive.    

 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-adds-excel-2-june-2017.xlsx
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/foi-adds-excel-2-june-2017-revised-with-redacted-columns-removed-and-even-more-columns-deleted-to-show-adds-only.xlsx
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0052/00524803.pdf


More background via: Media Advisory: Sounding Off About Scotland's Noisy Salmon Farms 

- Turn Off Acoustic Deterrent Devices to Protect Cetaceans (June 2018) 

 

[2]  Data published via the Marine Noise Registry for 2016 (published in April 2018) is 

available online here  

 

Including: 

 

 
 

Data for 2015 (published in October 2017) is available online here 

 

[3]  Read a scientific paper - "Mapping widespread and increasing underwater noise pollution 

from acoustic deterrent devices" - published in Marine Pollution Bulletin in October 2018 

online here 

 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/06/sounding-off-about-scotlands-noisy-salmon-farms-turn-off-acoustic-deterrent-devices-to-protect-cetac.html
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2018/06/sounding-off-about-scotlands-noisy-salmon-farms-turn-off-acoustic-deterrent-devices-to-protect-cetac.html
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/70f838a6-8d53-4e36-9496-d7e94a398675/uk-marine-noise-registry-outputs-for-2016
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/b48f297b-9bb6-4d38-8b45-a9439f70d91c/uk-marine-noise-registry-mnr-outputs-for-2015
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025326X18306064
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025326X18306064
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
https://data.gov.uk/dataset/70f838a6-8d53-4e36-9496-d7e94a398675/uk-marine-noise-registry-outputs-for-2016


 
 

Including:  

 

 
 

Download scientific paper in full as a PDF online here 

 

http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/findlay-et-al-2018-mapping-widespread-increasing-add-noise-mar-poll-bull-oct-2018.pdf


[4] 

 

From: Richard Slaski [mailto:r.slaski@sarf.org.uk]  

Sent: 24 August 2018 19:15 

To: 'Don Staniford' 

Cc: 'Richard Slaski' 

Subject: RE: SARF 112? 

 

Good evening. 

 

I write on Richard’s behalf as he is currently on annual leave. 

 

SARF112 is currently going through the SARF peer review process & we anticipate that a 

final project steering group meeting will take place at the end of October. 

 

Therefore, we would not expect publication before the end of November. 

 

I hope this is helpful. 

 

Sandra Gray 

SARF 

 

 

From: Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com>  

Sent: 23 August 2018 10:53 

To: 'Richard Slaski' <r.slaski@sarf.org.uk> 

Subject: SARF 112? 

 

When will SARF 112 on ADDs be published? 

 

Best fishes, 

 

Don 

 

Don Staniford 

 

Director, Scottish Salmon Watch: https://scottishsalmonwatch.org/ 

 

<((((º>`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸.·´¯`·...¸><((((º>¸.  
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